
 Text and Tranlslation of the Lanercost Poem
Lanercost Latin Verses Lanercost English Translation
 (Lines in blue are shared in both the 
Lanercost and Scotchronicon versions, 
with smaller differences in Scotichronicon 
noted in brackets; lines in black appear 
only in Lanercost)

1. Juxta [Bower-inter]saxosum fontem, 
castrumque nodosum,

2. Corruit Anglorum gens perfida, fraude 
suorum.

3. Amissos [Bower: Annisus] totos quosn 
Anglia pluribus annis

4. Concepit in Scottos lux obruit una 
Johannis

5. Nam rex Anglorum, molitus nomen 
eorum

6. Funditus auferre, luit in se proelia 
werrae. [Bower: prelia guerre]

7. Arma movet, concepta sovet, perit in 
pariendo,

8. Aggreditur quod [Bower-dum] non 
fugitur, docet in fugiendo. [Bower-fugit 
ipse latendo]

9. Cum paucis fugit in campo rex, ense 
relicto,

10. Nec populo patet ulla fugae via, 
principe victo.

11. Victus abit propere, fertur sibi lapsa 
corona,

12. Quod probat absque fere quam sit sua 
cessio prona.

13. Aspiceres illue proceres aliosque 
potentes

14. Dispersos, illos mersos, hos ense 

Hard by the stony stream,  and the knotted 
camp,

The treacherous English fall by their own 
deceit.

One day of John buries all the lost (ones), 

Which the English had drawn together in 
Scotland for many years.

Now the King of the English, having 
labored to sweep away their name utterly, 

pays in himself for the struggles of the war.

He provokes the war, he nurtures what he 
has conceived, he perishes in the birthing,

He attacks who is not fleeing [or because 
he is not being fled?], he instructs in 
fleeing.

The King flees with a few in the field, his 
sword abandoned,

Nor does a way of flight lie open to [his] 
people, the leader having been vanquished.

The vanquished retires in haste, the fallen 
crown is borne to him,

Which he approves [or merits] generally but
for what may be his stooping surrender. 
[???]

You should have seen the nobles and 
powerful ones 

dispersed, those drowned, those falling by 
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ruentes.

15. Turba superba ducum morbum 
perpessa caducum,

16. Si tamen evadit eques aut [Bower-ante]
pedes modo vadit,

17. Si forsan vivi fugiunt aliqui fugitivi

18. Montibus [Bower: rupibus] aut rimis 
latitant, aut vallibus imis.

19. Dum captivatur, prosternatur, aut 
fugiatur,

20. Turba fugax procerum, subit hic 
direptio rerum. 

21. Curritur in praedam, quantam non nitar 
ut edam;

22. Singula non credam, possim licet 
addere quaedam.

23. Forth sorpsit [prob sorbsit, Bower 
sepelit] multos armis et equis bene cultos,

24. Quos probat indultos alienis ultio 
[Bower: ulcio] stultos.

25. Bannoke habet limus quorum nec 
nomina scimus;

26. Quando domi desunt perpendet gens 
sua qui sunt.

27. Quos tibi serviles reputabas, Anglice 
miles,

28. His dum tu viles opus est fatearis 
heriles [Bower-heriles; Stevenson, aniles; 
ms, to me, looks more like heriles].

29. Anglia, quae [Bower: que] plenis 
promebas cantica venis,

30. Omnibus exosa, dum viribus imperiosa,

31. Omnibus accitis [Bower: esse sitis], luis

the sword.

The arrogant throng of leaders having 
endured the malady of the fallen.

If the horse should escape or the foot in any 
way evade,

If perchance any living flee as fugitives to 
the mountains, 
they hide either in fissures or the lowest 
valleys.

While it is captured, overthrown, or put to 
flight,

the frightened throng of lofty ones falls 
under this destruction of things.

So it goes in plunder, such that I should not 
struggle much as I set it forth,

I do not believe any one person, but it is 
fitting that I should add certain things.

The Forth sucked down many well-trained 
in arms and horsemanship,

whom vengeance makes fools having been 
indulged on foreign things.

The Bannock mud holds those of whom we 
know not the names.

when they are missing from home their 
people will ponder which they are.

Those you considered servile to you, 
English soldier,

while you [consider them] worthless, you 
should acknowledge your masters.

Englishmen, you who have created canticles
from full store of talent,

Detested by all while imperious in your 
powers,
Summoned by all, you atone for this injury 
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hic incommode [Bower: incommoda] litis.

32. Expertos Scotos metues [Bower-
metuens], tibi jam bene notos,

33. Amodo ne temere contemnas, disce, 
caveque.

34. Palma triumphalis, inimicis exitialis 
[Bower: exicialis],

35. Scottis concessit [Bower: dum cessit], 
his laus celeberrima [Bower-saluberima] 
cessit [Bower-crescit].

36. Sic levat elisos Dominus, dans robora 
parvis

37. Et sibi confisis [Bower, in se confisos] 
altos prosternit in arvis.

38. Anglorum lima Strevelyn celebrante 
ruina,

39. Posterior prima longe magis exstat 
opima.

40. Anno milleno, centum ter, tempore 
Christi,

41. Cum quartodeno, fato ruit Anglia tristi.

42. Exsitit e pannis Anglos lux alma 
Johannis

43. Christi Baptista, pro quo tibi gloria 
Christo.

of strife.

You shall fear the proven Scots, to you now
notorious,

Henceforth you should not spurn them so 
lightly: Learn and Beware!

The triumphal palm, destructive to enemies,

has fallen to the Scots, The most abounding 
praise ceased.

Thus the Lord lifts up the shattered, 
surrendering the robust to the small

And self-reliant, he casts down the lofty in 
the field.

The ruins of the English having been 
gathered together, more spoils thrust above

 the Stirling mires for a long time afterward.

For a thousand years, thrice a hundred, from
the time of Christ,

For fourteen years after, England was 
ruined by sad fate.

The propitious light of John, Christ's Baptist
revealed the English 

from their tatters, for which to you, O 
Christ, be the glory.

Rather than include any further narrative to address the battle itself in straight narrative 
form, Bower includes several poems about Bannockburn, all likely composed by Scottish
sources (or an English poet coerced into a pro-Scots position in one case) not long after 
the battle.  (Bower 367).  What’s interesting about this is that the Lanercost chronicler 
includes a version of one of the same poems, though in altered form.  The differences 
between the versions of this poem in Bower and Lanercost are revealing1.

1  Oddly, the only scholar to translate the Chronicon de Lanercost, Sir Herbert Maxwell, omitted the 
Lanercost version of the poem, noting in brackets, at the point where the poem appears in the original: 
“Here follows a long dirge in Latin Hexameters, which will not repay translation” (Maxwell 208).
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The most pro-Scottish lines in the Bower version are excised in the Lanercost 

version.  Lines like: "Stat rex Scotorum, fervens in amore suorum" [The King of Scots 

stands fast, aglow with the affection of his men] and "Scotorum cetus vigeat, virtute 

repletus:/et rex sit letus, vertens in gaudia fletus" [May the assembly of the Scots 

flourish, abounding in valour:/and may the king rejoice, turning tears into joy] occur in 

several places in the Bower version (Bower 357-361).  Nothing like these glowing 

endorsements of the Scots exists in the Lanercost version.  On the other hand, the lines in 

the Lanercost version which don't exist in Bower's take on a more ambivalent tone:  

Describing Edward's defeat in the field, the poet writes: "Vitus abit propere, fertur sibi 

lapsa corona,/Quod probat absque fere quam sit sua cessio prona" [The vanquished one 

retires in haste, the fallen crown is borne to him, which he merits entirely but for what 

may be the extent to which his defeat is humiliating] (Chron. de Lanercost 226).  So, in 

this version, while Edward is still represented as vanquished (vitus), and though his 

defeat questions his right to the crown, it is still brought to him—he is still king.  Even 

more, the agency of Edward's defeat seems much different in Lanercost than it is in 

Bower's and other accounts; the poet actually masks such agency in ablative absolute 

constructions: "Anglorum lima Strevelyn celebrante ruina,/posterior prima longe magis 

exstat opima." [The ruins of the English having been gathered together,/more spoils 

thrust above the Stirling mires for a long time afterward] (Chron. de Lanercost 227). 

Having been gathered together, spoils thrust above:  It's not at all clear, here, that the 

Scots are the agent of this destruction—they do not exist gramatically in the sentence—it 

is clear only that the English endure it, and that evidence of that defeat reasserts itself 

above the "Stirling mires."  The one symbol left over the from battlefield abject is that of 

ruin, specifically ruina Anglorum, the ruins of the English—no one else.
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With the presence of these more ambivalent passages and the absence of the 

overtly pro-Scots portions, the Lanercost poem takes on an entirely different cast, one 

which seems to focus more on the consequences of pride than the ideological rights of 

one nation versus another: "Sic levat elisos Dominus, dans robora parvis/Et sibi confisis 

altos prosternit in arvis" [Thus the Lord lifts up the shattered, surrendering the robust to 

the small,/ and casts down the lofty and self-reliant in the field] (Chron. de Lanercost 

227).  

So the poem in Lanercost is ambivalent about the right of either side, focusing instead

on the consequences of pride.  But the poem goes much deeper than a simple moral 

exemplum, as a closer reading of the poem’s grammar and imagery suggests.  There are 

really two main sets of images in the poem as it stands in the Lanercost version.  One is a

set of images having to do with the mud, burial and confusion at the height of the English

rout—with the battlefield abject.  What’s important to note about all these images is the 

grammatical agency, which is markedly different from that in the other chronicles: 

"Amissos totos quos Anglia pluribus annis/Concepit in Scottos lux obruit una Johannis" 

[One St. John's day buries all the lost, which the English had drawn together against the 

Scots for many years] (Chron. de Lanercost 226).  The grammatical subject here is the 

day of St. John—it is the day that buries what the English had brought together in

Scotland.  As before, the agency of the Scots themselves is missing from the sentence.  

More:  "Aspiceres illue proceres aliosque potentes/Dispersos, illos mersos, hos ense 

ruentes" [You should have seen the nobles and powerful ones dispersed, those drowned, 

those falling by the sword] (Chron. de Lanercost 226).  Notice, in these lines, the 

participial constructions: dispersos, mersos, ruentes.  The first two are past perfective 

participles, the most direct translation of which would be “having been dispersed,” and 

“having been drowned.”  Such constructions negate the necessity of mentioning who did 
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the dispersing and drowning.  Think what a different poem this would be if it took on a 

simple subject/verb/object construction: Scotti exercitum Anglorum merserunt!  The 

present participle, ruentes, seems to want some kind of agent, which the poet supplies via

an ablative of means, ense, by/on account of the sword.  There is no mention of whose 

sword is doing the killing.  

Finally, note two further lines: "Forth sorpsit multos armis et equis bene cultos" 

[The Forth sucked down many well-trained in arms and horsemanship…] and "Bannoke 

habet limus quorum nec nomine scimus" [The Bannock mud holds those of whom we 

know not the names] (Chron. de Lanercost 226-7).  Once again, the agency in both these 

lines is not with the Scots or the English.  The Forth drowns them, the mud holds them. 

What defeats the English are the physical features of the abject.  The Bannock lime, not 

the Scots, is what wins the day, what buries the English army.

The other set of significant images in the poem is a series of images of reversal, 

especially of reversal of all the things which had become symbols of English power in 

Scotland.  Historically, the first two Edwards had used several symbolic means to 

strengthen their position in relation to Scotland.  In fact, it has been forcefully argued that

the conflict between England and Scotland in the late Middle Ages was significantly, if 

not primarily, a conflict of symbol and history, what historian R. James Goldstien calls a 

“war of historiography” (Goldstein 57).   Goldstein notes, for instance, that upon his 

capture of the Scottish town of Berwick in 1296, Edward I “attempted to sieze control of 

the most important ideological apparatuses of Scottish identity,” such as the Black Rood 

of St. Margaret, the coronation stone from Scone, and the crown jewels from Edinburgh 

castle (Goldstein 46).  At the same time, both Edwards used any symbolic means 

available to bolster their power and right over Scotland:  the fame, training, and advanced

military hardware of the nobles whom both had given lands and power in Scotland was 
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one; the other was emphasizing the historicity of an English right through poetics and 

rhetoric (Goldstein 57-103), as was their placement of English churchmen in important 

Scottish benefices and removal of the material symbols of an independent Scottish 

kingship (see above).  Significantly, in the course of the Lanercost poem, it is exactly all 

these powerful symbols which are drowned in the mud:  The chivalry and military 

hardware placed in Scotland is shown as buried, the final image of the poem—an image 

unique to the Lanercost version--being that of the spoils of all that famed hardware 

poking above the muddy field:  "Anglorum lima Strevelyn celebrante ruina,/posterior 

prima longe magis exstat opima." [The ruins of the English having been gathered 

together,/more spoils thrust above the Stirling mires for a long time afterward] (Chron. 

de Lanercost 227). Those nobles who had taken over important Scottish earldoms are the 

ones shown "dispersed, drowned, those falling by the sword." Indeed, almost all the 

chronicle accounts, including Lanercost, make specific mention of the English nobles 

who were killed at Bannockburn, taking special pains to note those who were either 

emblematic of English power (like Robert Clifford) and/or those Scots nobles who had 

been convinced or coerced to fight with the English, such as Ingram de Umfraville, who 

had been a guardian of Scotland, but nevertheless lost his life fighting for Edward at 

Bannockburn (Chron. de Lanercost 226).  These and other nobles were symbols of 

English power, both because they represented the flower of English chivalry and wealth, 

and because some of them represented ways in which formerly loyal Scots could be 

suborned through feudal ties to fight for Edward.  As the most often-mentioned names of 

the battlefield dead in all the chronicle accounts, Lanercost makes it clear that these are 

the ones, among others, who lay under the mud, the human symbols of English authority 

and supremacy.
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Note, too, the image of the English crown in the poem, the image with the most 

direct metonymic relationship with the English kingship (note that the corresponding 

symbol was one of the first ones removed by the English in 1296).  Edward II's crown is 

shown as fallen (lapsa)—both figuratively in the estimation of his countrymen and 

literally in the "Bannock lime."  Even England's poetics—one of the vehicles which 

Goldstein notes were so important to the Anglo-Scottish wars--are not immune to the 

consequences of this conflict: "Anglia, quae plenis promebas cantica venis…expertos 

Scottos metues, tibi jam bene notos" [Englishmen, you who have created poems from full

store of inspiration…you shall fear the proven Scots now well-known to you] (Chron. de 

Lanercost 227).  So, in this poem, all the most important symbols of English power in 

Scotland--human, material, and poetic, are shown as reversed, buried, besmirched with 

the very mud of the country they were intended to subjugate

In short, they are sub-limed, cast under the mud.  Abjected.

The mud itself is an especially important figure here.  As filth, it is emblematic of 

the abject; as a substance that is itself difficult to define, being neither solid nor liquid, 
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neither dry land nor water, it is emblematic of a transitional state.  The etymology of the 

Latin word the Lanercost poet uses for mud, limus/limi, bears out this relationship.  The 

principal definition of the word limus/limi in the Oxford Latin Dictionary is, simply, mud 

(OLD 1032).  But the OLD marks a relationship between this word and the word 

limes/limitis, which is defined first as “a strip of uncultivated ground used to mark the 

division of land” (OLD 1031) in other words, a boundary—and a boundary that is 

specifically more than a simlpe thin line but a whole transitional space, a space with its 

own boundaries.  The best English translation of limes, then, would probably be “march.”

The other related word, according to the OLD, is limen/liminis, which denotes a 

threshhold space, from the literal lintel of a doorway, to more provocative definitions like

“the point at which one passes into something,” and “the threshold, verge (of some 

condition, action, etc.)” (OLD 1031).  The root, here, according to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, is the cognate for English words like  “lime” (as in calcium oxide), as well as 

“limit,” and “liminal” (OED 960-64).  So, certainly for the Latin writer, and even for the 

English translator, the word for mud in the Lanercost poem menas more than simple 

mixed dirt and water.  It symbolizes, here, both senses of the abject which we have 

already addressed:  the loss of identity on the battleflield, in which all symbolic systems 

are sub-limed, as well as the sense of a boundary or threshold, the march, the space in 

which one passes from one state into another.

Herein lies the uniqie interest of the Lanercost account.  The other representations

of this particular conflict tend to focus on the living, on the preparations, actions, and 

tactics of those involved, taking specific pains to show the best acts of those involved on 

both sides.  Where they deal with death, they deal with it in a way commensurate with the

what Slovaj Zizek, in The Sublime Object of Ideology, suggests is a “first death”—the 

death which the going symbolic network can expect and incorporate (Zizek 131-136).  
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The Lanercost poet, on the other hand, chooses as his focus a much different point of the 

battle—he chooses the mud, the height of the confusion during the English rout.  This is a

moment in which, as we’ve seen, ideologies are suspended for the individuals involved in

the conflict, a moment when the symbols of the positions of each side are literally buried 

and the battle becomes a frenzied, slippery struggle of individuals trying to escape the 

field and drowning in the attempt.  And it is exactly this moment at which all those 

symbols of English power are overturned, cast down, buried—not by the Scots, but by 

the mud itself.  The agency of the English defeat is ascribed to the very images of the 

abject.

The Lanercost poet himself seems aware that something important was "born" in 

that moment of abjection.  In the line: “Arma movet, concepta fovet, perit in pariendo” 

[He (Edward) stirs to arms, he nurtures that which has been conceived, he perishes by the

begetting] (Chron. de Lanercost 226), the word choices seem very carefully placed to 

proffer this sense.  The Latin verb moveo means more in Latin than its English cognate 

would suggest.  It’s not just “to move”  it also carries connnotations of “stirring up,” or 

more specifically according to the OLD “to throw (a country, nation, etc.) into political or

similar turmoil…to be (plunged) in a state of (political, etc.) unrest” (OLD 1138).  The 

line begins, then, with an invocation of the battlefield abject.  But the next words, 

significantly, all have birthing connotations:  concepta is the past perfective participle of 

concipio—to concieve, to be fertilized, to become the mother of (OLD 388).  Fovet, fr. 

foveo, means to keep warm, incubate, nurture (OLD 729).  Pariendo is the gerundive 

form of pario:  to give birth, produce, bring into being, spawn (OLD 1297).  So the line 

has a specific movement from Edward’s creation of a chaotic moment of violence, to his 

nurturing of what has been conceived, and then he “perishes in the begetting.”  Note, 

once again, that the participial form in concepta masks agency (that thing having been 
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concieved).  It is not, therefore, clear that Edward concieved it, only that it was born in 

the stirring be created in the first clause.  Note also the genundive with pariendo 

(spawning), which again masks agency and appears in the ablative case, an ablative of 

means.  Edward perishes on account of this begetting, this spawning, this un-named thing

(Das Ding?) that has been concieved in the battle.  Even the word perit (fr. pereo) is 

significant, having connotations of not only perishing or dying, but, accodring to Lewis &

Short, to be absorbed (L&S Online).  Here, both poetically and literally in the midst of 

the imagery of violent parturition which Kristeva connects directly with the abject, 

Edward—and by association the symbolic network which supports his power--is lost, 

absorbed into what this moment of abjection has created.

The kind of death expressed by this poet is much more akin to Slovaj Zizek's 

second death, the death of an entire symbolic network rather than the kind of death such a

network can contain, the “radical annihilation of the symbolic texture through which the 

so-called reality is constitutued” (Zizek 132).  What is real—what is Das Ding—for this 

poet is the mud, the confused rout.  The mud is the real, slippery stuff in which the 

conflict comes to its climax.  It's not so much, in this representation, that one side is right 

and the other wrong; it's that both have engaged in a conflict on this muddy field, and the 

confusion of that muddy field creates a space in which ideologies are suspended, a place 

where what matters is total loss of identity rather than partisan victory.    It is in this 

environment where meanings can be overturned, where symbols can be buried—and 
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where, indeed, an entire symbolic network dies.  The final image of them poem is 

litaerally one of what's left to poke up out of the mud, what has emerged after the 

confrontation with the abject during the height of the melee.  What we see, of course, is 

fallen English chivalry.  It is the sub-limed object of ideology.

Part Four:  So What?

There are, I think, three important areas in which this account of the battlefield 

abject and it’s recognition by the Lanercost chronicler are significant, or at least 

significantly interesting.  One concerns what all this suggests about how national 

identities are created, made, and broken in combat situations in the Middle Ages and 

possibly at other times as well. What seems significant about Bannockburn, at least in the

Lanercost chronicler's view, is that, if Bannockburn was formative of any kind of national

identities, Scottish or English, whatever was formed was formed, concepta, in the space 

of the abject.  The most effective symbol to emerge from the battle--the fallen English 

armor--was created in the space in which identity itself was most in question, and in 

which the leaders of the conflicting sides had little or no control over the course of 

events.  This leads to the second area, which is the possibility, given this realization that 

national identities, at least these two, can be made or broken in this abject space, that a 

new kind of inquiry can be brought to bear on such situations.  Past histories, even the 
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most recent ones, of Anglo-Scottish conflict in the Middle Ages tend to focus on 

intentionality, on the symbols and histories that the powerful magnates in England and 

Scotland intentionally tried to create, on what the leaders consciously attempted to do.  

Perhaps this realization of the importance of a moment of total abjection can lead to a 

differnet sort of inquiry, one which—as much as it can—looks for and stares into these 

kinds of moments, moments when control and identity are lost, thrown into question, and 

re-emerge only in altered states2.  Not a history of identities, intentions, and deeds but a 

history of the moments when all three of these things drop out of the picture entirely. A 

history in negative space.  A history of the Abject.   

The third (though not necessarily final) area concerns the subjectivity of a writer 

like the Lanercost chronicler in the Middle Ages.  Though it didn’t occur to me until after

I’d written a full analysis of the poem in the Lanercost account, one implication of this 

kind of border writer is that, for him, the border is a sort of subjectivity and identity of its 

own.  After all, that the border is a “march,” or a “limen,”  that is, a space with 

measurable width, means that the border itself has borders.  If the border has borders, 

then the abjecting can go both ways; if the border is created by two identities pushing 

outward to create a space which is neither, then, within that space, there exists the 

possibility for a third identity, one with its own need to abject its own borders and which, 

therefore, pushes back against the two original identities.  This seems to be to be very 

much in line with the kind of identity postulated on the Mexican/American border by 

Gloria Anzaldua, the border as “the suturing space of multiple oppressions and the 

potentially liberatory space through which to migrate toward a new subject position” (qtd

in Cohen 98).  As we’ve seen here, that kind of border subjectivity can give rise to a 

unique point of view on well-known and documented historical events.  So, perhaps a 

2  I can think of another paper already, which uses this kind of idea to focus on the sucession struggle 
and guardianship of Scotland after the death of Alexander III.
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subset of the history of the abject is a history from the border.  Concerning medieval 

England and its neighbors, this might take the form of a history of writing from the 

borders with Scotland, Wales, and France (i.e. Calais) with a view toward the differences 

those subject positions create from the voices that come from within all three countries.  

Certainly, those borders were interesting places to watch history unfold.
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